Solution Brief

Forcepoint Advantage
Enterprise License Agreement
Cybersecurity licensing made simple

Challenge
› Managing license terms across
multiple individual products.
› Deciphering SKU catalogs in
search of the correct options.
› Estimating license utilization and
tracking license use.

Solution
› Eliminate the need to forecast
license counts.
› Include exactly the
capabilities needed to solve
important problems.
› Remove time to value concerns
from software purchases.

Outcome
› Customers lock in great pricing
without being locked into a fixed
adoption schedule.
› Get all the functionality up front.
There are no false economies
and complexities of “good-betterbest” bundles.
› One SKU and transaction makes
portfolio buying simple.

The Forcepoint Advantage Enterprise Licensing Agreement (ELA)
will simplify the way you manage cybersecurity licenses. What’s
more, not only will it stretch your budget dollars, you won’t be
financially penalized if your user base grows or shrinks. This one
agreement delivers streamlined software delivery and support to
your entire organization.
Organizations struggle to keep up with the ongoing challenge of maintaining license
agreements across a swath of product categories as they tackle the challenge of
protecting their users and data. Every security product category means another
negotiation with any number of vendors hoping to secure the business. It’s a pattern
repeated over and over again, with no real way to measure if the organization is
getting a good overall deal or not.
The ROI/TCO approach to value breaks down when applied to point products
because it considers the product itself at one moment in time, and not how it fits into
the bigger picture. A deal struck today may be a great value, but that same deal in
the future may be questionable. There’s also the intangibles of product interaction
and working with multiple vendors to get their products to work together correctly,
assuming that’s even possible. It also assumes the buyer knows exactly what they
need for whom and when. In a point product pricing model, mistakes are costly.
Instead, what if organizations could simplify contracts and license management,
allowing them to focus on driving value, and help them actually broaden their security
coverage while spending less money? That’s where the Forcepoint Advantage
Enterprise License Agreement comes in. Customers get all available features and
functions up front instead of the false economies of good-better-best bundles. Just
as notable–there’s no pressure to adopt capabilities before you’re ready for them.
Buyers will always have the opportunity to test their negotiation and technology
deployment timing skills with a product-by-product aproach, but with the Forcepoint
Advantage ELA, it’s simply not necessary.
Make your life simpler. Save your organization money. Deploy at your own pace. The
Forcepoint Advantage ELA for edge, user, and data protection is here for you.
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User Activity Monitoring
Privileged User Monitoring
Insider Threat
Behavioral Analytics
Data Discovery
Data Classification

*

*

Data Loss Prevention
(DLP — endpoint, network, cloud)
Automated Policy Enforcement
(Risk Adaptive)
Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB)
Secure Web Gateway (SWG)
Email Security
Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS)
Next Generation Firewall (NGFW)
with SD-WAN
Remote Browser Isolation (RBI)

*

*

Advanced Malware Detection (AMD)

*

*

Unlimited Per-user pricing
*Optional add-ons
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